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Sociedades en construcci6n: la Nueva Galicia segun las visitas de oidores,
1606-1616. Por Jean-Pierre Berthe, Thomas Calvo y Agueda Jimenez
Pelayo. (Guadalajara: Universidad de Guadalajara, 2000. 375 pags. Mapas,
notas, bibliografia, indices analiticos. Precio no disponible.)
This volume is an edited collection of three visitas generales (gen
eral inspections) of the Guadalajara region of Nueva Galicia conducted
during the first two decades of the seventeenth century. The editors who
undertook the labor-intensive transcription of these three hefty surveys
introduce the documents and provide biographical information about the
individual audiencia oidores Uudges) who conducted the visitas. Dividing this
work into three distinct sections, each editor transcribed and introduced one
visita: Thomas Calvo for Juan de Paz y Vallecillo (1606-1607), Jean-Pierre
Berthe for Gaspar de la Fuente (1608-1609), and Agueda Jimenez Pelayo for
Juan Davalos y Toledo (1616). The volume does not include the visitas in
their entirety, but only select sections. Calvo and Jimenez Pelayo have
written a general introduction in which they discuss the characteristics of
visitas in the Spanish tradition, provide a brief history of the visita in New
Spain, and distinguish these inspections from other similar governmental
inquiries, such as residencias and pesquisas. The editors have also compiled
useful indexes of names and geographic locations, which facilitate compara
tive analysis.

